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A Renaissance on
the Winooski
By John Dillon

M

ontpelier is cradled by water.
The Winooski River and its
tributaries encircle the city like
a flowing necklace, shaping both the
urban and natural landscape.
Yet this most precious resource has
been long damaged by dams and development, harnessed for power, and treated
as a sewer. While the sewage is mostly
gone, climate change is now a worsening
threat. For years, the river seemed unappreciated and almost unnoticed except
when floods or ice jams brought it to the
headlines.
But this familiar pattern of use and
neglect is changing. The Winooski is
getting a lot of love these days. The
Siboinebi Path and the Cross Vermont
Trail bring walkers and cyclists close to
the water. A new city park planned for
construction next year at the confluence
of the main stem and the North Branch
will make the river fully accessible to everyone. And the city is slowly separating
stormwater and sewage systems to keep
the river cleaner during heavy rain or
snow melt. Even some of the dams that
alter the flow and — during drought —
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see Watershed, page 18

“The River Runs Through,” 18" x 24" (white canvas), by Kathy Stark is currently displayed at The Front on
Barre Street in Montpelier. Check out our special Fall Arts Calendar section for more local arts on pages
12–15 in this issue. Courtesy image.

Barre City Looks to the River
By Lauren Milideo

I

f you want to picnic near the Stevens
Branch in Barre City — or go fishing — how do you get to it through
traffic and parking lots? The Barre City
River Access Task Force is working with
the community on those questions and
more to find out how residents can
access the river that runs through the
city. As part of that, they are planning a
river walk and a river cleanup later this
month.

The group formed, said task force
chair Danielle Owczarski, following a series of 2021 meetings between
community members and the Vermont Council on Rural Development
through its All In For Barre project,
which produced a report and action
plan last December. Three community
priorities arose during these meetings,
Owczarski said, “and river access was
one of those top priorities.” (The other

two, according to the program website,
included initiating a housing task force
and developing a community center).
Providing river access could provide
needed relief from climate change, Owczarski said. “One of the things that
was really important to me was, with
the weather getting hotter … that it’s
really important for everybody to be
see Barre River, page 19
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News

Community and Business News in Brief
Niedermayer
Resigns as
Assistant City
Manager

Cameron Niedermayer. Photo by
Cassandra Hemenway.

T

he city of Montpelier has posted
a job listing for an assistant city
manager following the announcement
by Cameron Niedermayer that she will
be stepping down from the role after
three years in the position. Niedermayer
said she has no new job lined up as of
mid-August.
According to a press release from the
city, “... the decision to leave did not
come easy. ‘It has been beyond an honor
to serve you, the Montpelier community,
and the city’s employees, as the assistant
city manager for roughly the last three
years,’ Niedermayer stated.”
When asked what she’ll be doing next,
Niedermayer told The Bridge, “I’m hoping the community will help me figure
that out.”

Without a specific job lined up at the
time of her announcement, Niedermayer
said only that “I’m looking for more
work/life balance.”
City Manager William Fraser said
“Cameron has been a tremendous member of our team. Our organization is
much better off due to her many contributions. We greatly appreciate her tireless
dedication to the city.”
The job listing on the city website says
the assistant city manager position pays
$98,675 annually in addition to a generous benefits package, although a city
Front Porch Forum post said the pay is
set at “$94,120 annually” and “may vary
based on qualifications.”
“The selection process may include
background check, drug test and/or psychological exam. Complete job description is available at montpelier-vt.org,” the
post concluded.
According to the press release, during her time with the city, Niedermayer
was lead in the city’s policy responses
to COVID-19, conducted the city’s annual strategic planning process, managed the Community Services Department (Parks, Recreation, and the Senior
Center), was the lead for the city through
its first equity assessment and continued
implementation plan, and contributed
to countless other projects. Niedermayer
also expressed an intent to return to
public service in the future, adding that
“words cannot capture how grateful I am
that you [the city council], Bill, the city’s
team, and the community have believed
in me and trusted me with this position.”
Niedermayer’s last working day will be
Sept. 22, 2022.
—Cassandra Hemenway

Groberg Leaves
Montpelier Alive

M

ontpelier
Alive’s executive director,
Dan Groberg, is
moving on. As
of Monday, Sept.
12, he will be the
community planning and project
manager for the Dan Groberg.
Vermont Divi- Photo by Jeb
sion of Commu- Wallace-Brodeur.
nity
Planning
and Revitalization. Katie Trautz, currently the events and marketing coordinator with Montpelier Alive, will begin
as interim director on that date, Groberg
told The Bridge. He said the Montpelier
Alive board of directors expects to conduct a hiring process for a permanent
director this fall.
—Cassandra Hemenway

Thrive Healthworks
Opens in Montpelier

T

hrive Healthworks, which opened recently on Elm Street in Montpelier,
specializes in the intersections between
conventional and holistic health practices.
Owner Jesse Williams is a Reiki Master, certified Breath Coach, and licensed
Speech-Language Pathologist. Williams
began her career working with speechlanguage patients through skilled nursing
facilities and home-health organizations
focusing on voice, cognition, and swallowing, and she currently works parttime at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center as a voice specialist.
In 2021, Williams earned Reiki Master credentials in Usui Shiki Ryoho, or
the Usui System of Natural Healing,
after years of training with the psychic
medium Salicrow, and she’s energized by
Reiki’s ability to transcend physical wellness by promoting mental, emotional,
and bodily connectivity. Visit thrivehealthworksvt.com for more information.
—press release

Climate
Innovation Grant
Opportunity

T

he Vermont Council on Rural Development has announced that it’s
accepting a second round of applications
for grants from the Climate Catalysts
Innovation Fund.
The fund supports innovators in developing solutions that move Vermont
closer to its climate and energy goals
by providing at least $20,000 in grant
funding toward local projects. Grants
range from $500 to $4,000 and favor
projects that show a mix of innovation, collaboration, and replicability,
while addressing Vermonters in need.
Eligible applicants are municipalities,
town committees, schools, businesses,
and nonprofit organizations.
“This fund enables small catalyst projects that test ideas, learn from, and share
new ways to create meaningful impact
through local climate-based solutions.
The breadth of projects across Vermont
from the first round of grants from
the Climate Catalysts Innovation Fund
speaks to the diversity and innovation
required to implement local climate solutions,” noted program manager, Laura
Cavin Bailey.
For more information go to vtrural.
org/programs/model-communities/innovation.
—press release

Beaudin Named to
Dean’s List

R

achael Beaudin of Middlesex was
named to the Dean’s List for the
spring 2022 semester at Washington
University in St. Louis. Beaudin is enrolled in the university’s College of Arts
and Sciences. To qualify for the Dean’s
List, students must earn a semester
grade point average of 3.6 or above and
be enrolled in at least 14 graded units.
—press release
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Then & Now
Historic photos courtesy of Vermont Historical Society;
modern photo and caption by Paul Carnahan

Man Seeks MJ Friday’s Italian Dressing Recipe
Gordon Miller, of Colchester, wants to know if anyone from the area knows the recipe
for the house Italian dressing served at the once-popular but now defunct MJ Friday’s
restaurant, which was located on the second floor in the building across from city
hall in Montpelier in the mid to late 1970s. Our own local historian, Paul Carnahan,
is on the case, but if you see this notice and you know the recipe, please email it to
editor@montpelierbridge.com.

The Social Restaurant Closes; Now Catering Only
The Social, located at the historic Inn at Montpelier, has closed as a full-service restaurant and is now exclusively a high-end catering venue. Opened to local fanfare in
May 2021; reviews praised being able to dine alfresco on the spacious veranda and
their congenial service, but also hint of a decline in momentum as the cold weather set
in. Things could still change next year — the online review website Yelp states: “The
Social is temporarily closed. Scheduled to reopen on May 1, 2023,” but a phone call
to the Inn has confirmed that a return to restaurant status is unlikely.

Montpelier Police to Get Bias Training
The Montpelier Police Department will serve as a pilot site for “Managing Bias”
training in partnership with an independent nonprofit research and analysis organization in Virginia and the U.S. Department of Justice COPS Office. Officers from
Barre City, Barre Town, Northfield, Berlin, the Washington County Sheriff’s Office,
and the Capitol Police will join the training, starting this fall.

County Road Construction Causes Headaches
Calling it a “fiasco,” Stephen Kroll of Haggett Road in East Montpelier took to social
media about this summer’s road construction on the County Road in East Montpelier. Kroll wrote on Front Porch Forum the surface is so bad that sharp stones tore his
wife’s tires. Others posted similar stories as well. Relief is in sight, but not for weeks.
One of the contractors, Blue Mountain Trucking and Excavating, has experienced
delays, according to East Montpelier road foreman Guthrie Perry as reported to the
select board during their August 22 meeting. The meeting minutes state that Perry
told the board the digging (of culverts) won’t start until after Labor Day weekend.
Paving could begin after that.

When the state of Vermont needed to build more office space in
the late 1930s, it looked no further than across the street from the
Statehouse. That stretch of street was occupied by four residential
buildings that would have to be removed to make room for the large
Art Deco/Modernist-style building designed by Burlington architect William Freeman. Three of the structures were demolished,
but one, the impressive brick Queen-Anne-style house designed
by Montpelier architect and mayor George Guernsey for Edward
Dewey, was moved down the street to 128 State Street in 1948
(see “Then & Now,” The Bridge, August 3, 2022). Dewey, the son
of National Life founder Julius Dewey, had built his new home
on the site
of his family’s home
in 1889 and
moved the
old
house
to 144 State
Street, where
it stood until
it was demolished in
1969. The
office building is decorated with the names of Vermont’s counties inscribed on the frieze
between the fourth and fifth floors and with a bias relief of Ceres
on the front doors, looking across the street at the statue of Ceres
on top of the Statehouse.

B&W Photographer Peter Miller Needs New Studio
Waterbury photographer Peter Miller, who has written six books on Vermont and
photographed the state since the 1950s, has announced he will soon be in need of
a studio. He wrote in a recent press release that the house he lives in has been sold,
and the “original arrangement” allowing him to stay “until the end of my days” is no
longer an option. He must leave by January 31, 2023. Miller seeks a studio, a technician/curator to organize and market his photographs, and someone to take over the
business. For more information on Miller and his work, go to www.petermillerphotography.com or contact him at peter@petermillerphotography.com.
—Compiled by Carla Occaso, Chris Therrien, and Cassandra Hemenway

NATURE WATCH
Artwork and words by Nona Estrin

E

nd of summer! So
many spider webs in
the early morning, before the dew burns off!
Hummingbirds
have
left their fledglings and
started south! Yes! Soon
the young will be gone
too, until next year. And
the connection between
hummers and spiders?
These tiny birds build their nests of strong, stretchable spider web, which expands as
the baby birds grow! So THAT’S why the cobwebs in our open woodshed disappear
each spring?
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Commentary

Letters to the Editor
Speak Up about Abortion
To the Editor:
On June 24, the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, eliminating the
federal constitutional right to abortion.
This gives lawmakers here in Vermont
permission to ban abortion. All women
deserve the right to make decisions about
their own bodies and lives and to receive
support and assistance in making such
hard decisions.
Lawmakers and Supreme Court justices who voted for, or are in support of
the overturn of Roe v. Wade have placed
a dwelling feeling of fear and trepidation
on all women. Abortion stigma used to
keep us silent, but now is the time to
talk about abortion loudly and proudly.
Speak up about your abortion, why you
supported your loved one getting an
abortion, or how you realized abortion
rights are important to you. This decision will affect people now and people
in future generations who will live in
our small central Vermont towns. Future daughters, mothers, sisters, and all
women are counting on us to provide
support, resources, and access to safe
abortions so that all women can feel
safe and supported with their choice.
Help us by guiding future Vermont state

lawmakers to ensure womens’ rights in
Vermont stay protected. Join local rallies, keep yourself educated about what’s
going on in our state, and help to educate
others. If you or a loved one is seeking
support with such a decision, call the
Vermont national helpline at (802) 3710102. If you are seeking an abortion, visit
plannedparenthood.org to find the closest planned parenthood near you.
Naomi Myers, Moretown

Late Term Abortion and
Act 47
To the Editor:
Current Vermont law does not recognize the viability of the fetus at any stage
of pregnancy.
Proposal 5 will continue this legal
reasoning as an amendment to our state
constitution. It was never the intent
of the Supreme Court under Warren
Burger to categorically deny the status of
human life to a fetus at any and all stages
of pregnancy.
Act 47 and Proposal 5 are not consistent with the decision handed out
in Roe v. Wade. The Warren Burger
Court stated “some amici argue that the
woman’s right is absolute and that she is
entitled to terminate her pregnancy at

whatever time, in whatever way, and for
whatever reason she alone chooses. With
this we do not agree.” They also said “the
privacy right involved, therefore, cannot
be said to be absolute.”
It is not consistent with the majority of
legal precedents and laws in this country.
We live in a country where prostitution,
polygamy, and suicide are illegal almost
everywhere.
There is no such thing as an absolute
right. Freedom of speech does not give
you the right to slander; freedom of
religion does not give you the right to
sacrifice (even consensually) the life of a
human being.
Never has a civil right trespassed
against a human right except in cases of
national security. At later stages of development, the viability of the human fetus
cannot be denied.
I don’t know a single woman who
actually believes late-term abortions are
necessary for their equality or empowerment. I cannot support Act 47 as written and will vote against the upcoming
amendment.
Dan Renfro, Montpelier
Editor’s Note: A 2019 VTDigger factcheck (vtdigger.org/2019/02/15/vermontsproposed-law-allow-abortions-rightmoment-birth/)
found claims about
late-term abortions in Vermont “right up
to the moment of birth” to be “Mostly

False.” The most current CDC data (from
2019) show that less than 1% of abortions
were performed in Vermont later than 21
weeks gestation (this number mirrors national statistics also reported by the CDC).
And the “ last minute” “ late-term” abortions feared by opponents of Act 47 do not
occur in most places, including Vermont,
according to the data available.

History Repeats
To the Editor:
Is history on the verge of repeating a
major tragedy? Is there experience that
helps us to understand Trump? Take a
look at William Shirer’s “The Rise and
Fall of the Third Reich” … no, not all
1,143 pages! Are certain patterns and
strategies being repeated today? Constant lies, creating crises to achieve one’s
own ends (is Jan. 6 Trump’s version of
the Reichstag Fire)? Dishonestly attacking the basic institutions and procedures
such as the voting process (the votes
in Georgia, Arizona, and many other
states)? Attacking law enforcement when
it is doing its job? The list is long, and
many states seem to be on board 100%
with Trump’s anti-democratic methods.
One major party is totally in Trump’s
pocket and serves only one person. Shirer’s narrative is alarming as we watch
today’s Republican party … read pages
195–204. Is this being repeated?
Rob Boucher, Montpelier
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City Negotiates Elks Club Lease with The HUB

News

By Cassandra Hemenway

T

he former Montpelier Elks Club
may soon have virtual sports,
yard games, and fare from Three
Penny Taproom if all goes well with a
lease currently in negotiation. Recently
purchased by the city of Montpelier for
$3 million, the 133.5-acre property has
been slated for recreation and housing
in the long-term. For the short-term,
the city council authorized city staff to
negotiate a three-year lease with The
HUB, a local nonprofit that plans to
eventually open a “social and recreation
center serving central Vermont individuals, families, seniors, school groups,
and students of all ages,” according to
its website.
The lease should be ready for council review at its Sept. 14 meeting, city
manager Bill Fraser noted in his weekly
report. As well, a plan for the public
process around the longer-term goal of
developing housing and city recreation
services, plus discussion about hunting
on the property, is on the agenda for that
same meeting.
Once a lease is in place, The HUB
plans to occupy approximately half of
the clubhouse, said HUB board member
Dan Voisin in a presentation at the August 24 council meeting.
The council vote was not unanimous.
Councilors Jennifer Morton and Carey
Brown voted against it, but the motion
to lease to The HUB for the short-term
passed by a 4–2 vote.

Concerns about bypassing a more formal public process; what would happen
inside the building; combining a bar in the
same building as a childcare center; and
the need for nothing permanent to happen
on the property before a public process
happens came up as the council deliberated the proposal brought forth by Voisin
and HUB Board Chair Ethan Atkin.
The city has been exploring “nonpermanent” ideas for the space while it
develops a public planning process, said
outgoing assistant city manager Cameron Niedermayer. Some of the temporary city uses Niedermayer outlined
included using fields for youth soccer;
adding benches; using one of the golf
course hills for winter sledding; using
the indoor space for summer camps during inclement weather; and parking city
equipment in outbuildings as soon as the
prior owners vacate the space.
“I think it’s important to reserve as
much space as possible from permanent
decisions, or things that are yet to be
permanent, as we have yet to go through
a planning process,” Niedermayer said,
“which is why the recreation and parks
departments have really focused on shortterm uses that can easily be removed.”
Along with a lease to use half the
clubhouse, Voisin requested The HUB
have a “little bit higher status” in the
planning process, along with language
from the council around a mutual “hope
and intent” for a longer term lease and

eventual HUB use of three to five acres
of outdoor space. Councilors rejected
the latter two requests, but after hearing
from enthusiastic community members
and considering the need for revenue,
they ultimately agreed on a short-term
lease with no promises after it expires.
Former Montpelier Housing Task
Force member Peter Kelman reminded
the council of its commitment to add
housing to the property along with recreation. He spoke not only to the practical
benefits of revenue from a lease, but the
potential attraction that a robust recreation facility may hold for developers.
“... We’re going to need all the private
and public investment we can to attract
development of housing and recreation
on the property,” Kelman said. “We
know from years of barriers to housing
there’s got to be incentives for developers
to come here when they can make more
money building in Burlington.”
But councilors Morton and Brown
both had reservations.
“I am not feeling comfortable that this
would not get in the way of the public
planning process,” Brown said. The public perception would be that the city has
entered into a long-term agreement with
The HUB. And I know that is not the
case, but I think that would be the public
perception, and I think we have a lot of
work to do before we are ready to make
that long-term commitment.”

Morton said she did not have enough
information about The HUB to make a
decision, despite having attended several
presentations and reviewing its website.
As well, Morton said: “Housing is a bigger pressing issue in Montpelier than
recreation. We live in a beautiful state.
There are plenty of places to go ... for
free. I feel rushed into something … I’m
not with it yet.”
The HUB board met later that week to
discuss the potential lease, Atkin said in
a follow-up interview. The HUB board
“felt [the short-term lease without a longterm commitment] was worth taking the
risk,” he said.
“[The HUB is interested in] the idea
of collaborating with the city, so we can
share some facilities, like a shared reception area, building maintenance, and
other things of benefit to both parties.
This way we would be able to have a
broader list of offerings than either one
of us could do on our own.
“That’s the vision of The Hub. We
would make sure we weren’t competing, and that everything was accessible
regardless of whether operated by the city
or by The HUB.”
The HUB will join three other tenants
at the 203 Country Club Road property:
Prevent Child Abuse Vermont, Little
Lambs Early Care Center, and Andy
Emerson, LLC.
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Now is the Time to Prepare to Accommodate
Climate Chaos Refugees

Climate
Commentary

By Dan Hemenway

C

limate chaos threatens the habitability of large areas of Earth,
including the United States. African nations are meeting to develop
strategies to move whole populations
from soon-to-be uninhabitable locations to relatively safe regions. Fortyfive percent of Pakistan is under water
from monsoon rains, including 45% of
its agricultural land. Significant areas
of Iran have experienced temperatures
above 50 degrees C (122 degrees F), well
above the lethal threshold for humans.
Flooding, drought, and extensive fires
typify much of the globe’s experience of
‘climate change.’

In the U.S., people are starting to
move from the West Coast because of
forest fires that reduce some communities to ash and create air pollution felt
across the continent. In the Southwest,
the two largest U.S. reservoirs on the
Colorado River are drained to 10% of
capacity, and their levels still fall. Agriculture that feeds much of the country
and cities such as Phoenix are in unwilling competition for the diminishing water. Appalachian states such as
Kentucky experience flooding, setting
records in both extent and frequency, as
well as abnormal numbers and sizes of
tornadoes in the region and beyond. Sea

level rises threaten to displace people
from Miami to New England.
The green slopes of Vermont and the
few similar New England regions will
be a powerful magnet to people seeking
escape from parched, drowned, intolerably hot, and burned-out regions of the
U.S. and elsewhere.
Green Vermont will attract refugees
from regions made harsh and, in some
cases, unlivable, by the worsening effects of ‘climate change.’ This migration will begin sooner, rather than later,
especially from stressed parts of the
U.S. where people with the wherewithal
already are on the move.

Advertise!
802-249-8666

Congress has finally appropriated
funds to begin reducing our country’s
ruination of climate as we knew it.
But the effort funded will, in my view,
turn out to be too little and too late
to avoid serious consequences, which
have already begun. Moreover, it cannot
offset the weaker efforts of many other
countries, particularly those without
the wealth to effect major changes in
their economies. Climate chaos arises
globally, but from both individual and
collective choices. Poor people cannot
be expected to choose to focus on the
future while they struggle to deal with
daily survival. Even if the U.S. and
the rest of the world somehow reach
net-zero carbon-equivalent emissions
by 2050, climate change will continue,
possibly well over a century after net
zero, driven by pent-up forces. (See sidebar, next page).
To avoid chaotic missteps, I encourage development of public dialog now
about how Montpelier can best meet the
added stress of refugees in our commucontinued on page 7

TH E B R I D G E
continued from page 6

nity while also minimizing destructive
local effects of climate change.
Central Vermont is not immune to
climate chaos. As the region warms,
particularly in winters, risk of ice jams
on the Winooski River will diminish.
However, the strength of hurricanes in
the eastern U.S. is increasing, and we
can expect more storms carrying serious
loads of rainfall potentially sufficient to
cause catastrophic flooding. Drought
may punctuate the general increase in
precipitation. Higher temperatures exacerbate drought.
The area’s surrounding forests provide flood moderation and a bulwark
against excessive heat. Forests help absorb rainfall, provide cooling, favor frequent moderate rain versus cloudbursts,
and anchor the soil, greatly reducing the
risk of catastrophic landslides that may
otherwise result from extreme weather.
Refugees from regions affected by far
harsher changes cannot be prudently located on the floodplain that the present
population occupies. (Indeed, we will be
pressed to somehow move many existing homes, businesses, and government
facilities to higher ground.)
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We have an opportunity now to begin
a public discourse to examine options
and agree on the safest way to locate
and support newcomers with homes, infrastructure, and services while causing
the least possible damage to the forested
hillsides that can protect our community from the full force of extreme climate events. Whether this be done by
social media, email discussion groups,
library meetings, or other exchanges, I
leave to concerned people younger and
more connected than myself.
The alternative to orderly migration
is conflict, perhaps regional at first, but
inevitably international. We can stand
by and hope we are safe, remote from
the worst effects of climate chaos, or use
the near future to both secure our own
environment to the extent possible and
prepare to accept reasonable numbers of
displaced people.
Dan Hemenway was a permaculture
teacher, publisher, and designer from
1981 until his retirement in about 2010.
He has international awards in conservation and community service and five
advanced degrees from the International
Permaculture Institute.

Potential Causes for Runaway
Climate Chaos

B

ecause people have delayed accepting the serious reality of major climate
disruption, we may have passed the points where various climate-destabilizing forces can be easily reversed, if at all. Some of these forces are:
• Increased warming due to ocean thermal mass. Experts estimate that the
oceans have absorbed more than 90% of warming. Water has a great capacity
to absorb energy without warming as much as do other materials such as air,
rock, and earth. The energy stored in the oceans will continue to evaporate
water and warm air even if we reach net-zero carbon emissions (a highly unlikely achievement.)
• Burning forests. Warming and shifts in rainfall patterns threaten very large
areas of Earth’s forests. One report claims that of the three major tropical
rainforests, only those of Southeast Asia continue to capture more carbon than
they release. The Amazon forest and that of tropical Africa are now releasing
their stored carbon, mainly by burning. Certain regions of temperate forests
are increasingly burning, such as those in the western U.S. The taiga or boreal
forests, perhaps the largest extant forest on the planet, have been burning over
large areas. Forest burning not only eliminates the best way to capture and
store carbon, it also releases carbon stored over past epochs.
• Release of methane hydrides. Methane is stored as hydrides in cold conditions
under the oceans and under the Arctic permafrost. Ocean warming and thawing of permafrost, accelerated by burning boreal forests, threaten to release this
potent greenhouse gas. There is disagreement by experts about the potential
severity of this cause of climate disruption.
• Melting Arctic ice. The planet’s Arctic cap has in recent geological epochs been
covered by sea ice. More recently, the sea ice has been melting at progressively
increasing rates. White ice reflects a relatively large proportion of sunlight back
into space, compared with open sea, which absorbs light, thus warming. Arctic
conditions contribute to major wind patterns that affect the climate of Eurasia
and North America and interact with warmer air patterns. This destabilization
already affects the climate over much of the Northern Hemisphere.
These, and likely other climate-disruptive factors, provide urgent reasons to
reinvigorate our efforts to reduce our personal and civic contributions to moderate climate change and to collectively strategize how to prudently absorb the
climate refugees that will ensue, even in the best-case scenario.
—D.H.
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Green Mountain Film Festival Invigorated
with New Partner ORCA Media

Fall Arts

By Linda Radtke

T

here are at least two good things
about central Vermont in March:
Sugaring, and the Green Mountain Film Festival.
Attracting film makers and cinephiles, since 1997 the Green Mountain
Film Festival has presented annual gatherings in March, offering a healthy mix
of work from regional as well as international submissions. The 23rd edition
of the festival will have a new partner — Onion River Community Access
(ORCA) Media in Montpelier — and
draws in many groups supporting independent film to envision the next steps
for the popular festival.

“We are thrilled to take over the Green
Mountain Film Festival and grateful to
be able to keep this community-driven
festival going after 23 years. We are
also committed to show some love to
the Savoy Theater in Montpelier,” says
Christopher Wiersema, one of three codirectors at Onion River Community
Access Media. “ORCA offers a good
home for a nonprofit like the festival. We
just had the first meeting of the advisory
committee and decided to start small —
four days in March 2024.” Wiersema,
who completed undergraduate film work
at Columbia College in Chicago, and is
now working on his master of fine arts

from the Vermont College of Fine Arts,
also leads the Vermont Youth Documentary Lab.
Following conversations with the former board of directors of the festival,
after a few years of pandemic-driven
hiatus, a new partnership emerged with
renewed energy and commitment to theatrical exhibition of independent film.
ORCA Media, the nonprofit community
media center serving Montpelier and central Vermont, inherited the festival from
Focus on Film and is partnering with the
Savoy Theater. Sarah Wisner, committee
member and local filmmaker says, “The
Savoy Theater is where I and many other
Vermonters grew up and learned to love
cinema. I can’t wait to collaborate with
the Savoy to bring GMFF back to life.”
The co-founders of Vermont Production Collective are excited to see the
festival amplify, promote, and support
local filmmakers. Kristin Cantu from
the collective says, “The GMFF’s timing and central geographical location
will provide an ideal occasion for local
filmmakers to gather together, network,
and grow.”
Sean Temple, a local filmmaker and
member of the committee, reflects,
“There aren’t many independent cinemas
in Vermont, meaning Vermonters miss
the opportunity to see the best films of

the year in a theater. We are excited to
bring GMFF’s mission to bring diverse,
international, and important films to
audiences in Montpelier.”
For eager audiences, Wiersema looks
forward to offering pop-up screenings
or themed nights in 2023, building excitement for the emergence of the full
festival, and to elevate the event with
workshops and talks. He envisions special educational events, concurrent workshops, and talks, and hopes to open the
door to first-time artists.
“Great cinema, whether new or old,
is released throughout the year. Unfortunately, Vermonters are missing out on
these special screenings. One of GMFF’s
greatest goals is to be a year-long curator
of cinema, and we are excited to broaden
screening opportunities for the Montpelier film community”
So, in addition to the smell of
woodsmoke and maple in March, another annual treasure in central Vermont
is coming back, reimagined and with a
healthy mix of local/regional filmmakers
as well as international submissions.
For further information on the Green
Mountain Film Festival, email gmff@
orcamedia.net. Or visit gmffestival.org for
information on submission of films and
other plans.
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Book Review: Finding ‘Our Better Nature’

Fall Arts

by J. Gregory Gerdel

M

any people are beginning to
think earnestly about what
needs to be done to sustain
life, including human life, on this
planet. Several Vermonters and Montpelier residents, not to mention the University of Vermont, have contributed
to the recently released essay collection
“Our Better Nature: Hopeful Excursions in Saving Biodiversity” (published
by Vermont Alliance for Half-Earth,
May 28, 2022).
The useful, and in fact delightful,
thing about the book is that it’s an
informative read wherever you open a
chapter. But it is also well structured,
beginning with a pleasantly accessible
dive into how biodiversity functions,
the critical ways humans depend upon
it, and what must be done to sustain
biodiversity.
Sean Beckett, director of natural history programs at the North Branch Nature Center in Montpelier contributed
many of the book’s beautiful photographs, including the cover.
But another local name also caught
my attention. The foreword to the book
is by George Shenk, best known as
the founder and current proprietor of
American Flatbread at the Lareau Farm
and Forest in Waitsfield. Some readers,
disappointed by the too often soggy and
only marginal relevance to the subject
at hand in too many forewords, may be
disinclined to start with Shenk’s brief,
but much to-the -point introduction to
the discussion that follows.
Shenk provides a personal and compelling platform for understanding how
critical this project is to our collective
future and the lives, not just of future
generations of human beings, but of all
the living things that provide the web
that sustains life on this planet. Don’t
skip it.
The editors of the essay collection are
Curt Lindberg, who moved to Vermont
several years ago, and Eric Hagen, who
earned his master’s degree in UVM’s
Field Naturalist Program in 2020.

Above, an enchanting floodplain forest, with
characteristic cathedral-like canopies of silver maple
over a carpet of nettles and touch-me-not. Right,
an elfin skimmer (Nannothemis bella), Vermont’s
smallest dragonfly, perched on a wetland sedge.
Photos by Sean Beckett.

Hagen is now studying the ecosystems
of the Pacific Northwest in British Columbia, Canada.
Lindberg is the co-founder of the
Vermont Community for a Half-Earth
Future and holds a doctorate degree in
complex systems from the University of
Hertfordshire. His interest in the almost
unfathomable complexity of the natural
world acquired focus through the writings of celebrated bio-scientist, Edward
O. Wilson (1929–2021). In the introduction to their book, Lindberg and
Hagen noted: “Wilson’s message is that
in order to halt the decline of nature

and the extinction
of species, we need
to dedicate half of
the Earth’s surface
to nature.”
While Wilson’s
analysis in “HalfEarth: Our Planet’s Fight for Survival”
has defined the situation and proposed
a goal for saving the planet, the purpose
of the essays collected in “Our Better
Future” is to define how to do it. And
Vermont is seen as an ideal place to
model how that can be done.
Main Street Middle School student

Maddie Lindberg, Curt Lindberg’s
granddaughter, is also a contributor to
the book. A few years ago, when Maddie
was eight, she announced she wanted to
become a naturalist after participating
in the banding and release of a young
owl at the North Branch Nature Center.
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Book Review: ‘A Judge’s Odyssey’

Fall Arts

By Bernie Lambek

D

ean Pineles served as a Vermont
Superior Court judge for more
than 20 years. Then he left the
Vermont bench and tried something
new: he went to Russia, Kazakhstan, and
Georgia as an adviser on “rule of law” issues, in particular introducing jury trials
to judicial systems that had not seen them
before. Following those posts, he was
appointed by the European Union Rule
of Law Mission in Kosovo to serve as a
judge in the most serious criminal cases
in that small Balkan country, including
war crimes trials. Judge Pineles has now
written a memoir of those experiences.
The subtitle of his memoir “A Judge’s
Odyssey (Rootstock Publishing, July 5,
2022) provides the synopsis: “From Vermont to Russia, Kazakhstan, and Georgia, Then on to War Crimes & Organ
Trafficking in Kosovo.” All of these countries were in transition from upheaval:
the first three were, of course, former
republics of the Soviet Union, intent on
establishing themselves as independent
countries; Kosovo, with its mostly Albanian-speaking Muslim population, had
been part of Yugoslavia and then Serbia
until, after the war in the late 1990s, the
U.N. mandate was imposed and Kosovo
later declared its independence. The book
is filled with fascinating stories from these
places, and the judge’s intelligence and
ethical integrity shine through in the
telling.
As Judge Pineles writes at the start:
“Establishing the rule of law ... can be
satisfying and rewarding as a result of

an occasional success story, but can also
be extremely frustrating, with failures,
unexpected emergencies, turf battles, duplication of efforts, corruption, local resistance, and personality conflicts.” The
author describes examples of all.
The seriousness of the material — horrific tales of war atrocities and kidney
“harvesting” — is leavened by the judge’s
self-deprecating anecdotes of getting falldown drunk with his Russian hosts, getting miserably lost on his way back to his
apartment in Prizren, Kosovo, and getting embarrassingly desperate in the face
of a so-called Turkish-style toilet.
One delightful story emerged from the
judge’s work in Georgia. In 2008, Judge
Pineles escorted a dozen Georgian judges
to the U.S. so they could witness criminal jury trials. In Providence, they were
fortunate to find a jury trial in progress, a
case concerning an alleged sexual assault
of a nine-year-old child by her former
stepfather, whom the girl had not seen
since the incident two years prior. The
young girl was on the witness stand,
and spoke about the sexual assault, says
Pineles, “with authority and credibility.”
The prosecutor asked the girl to identify
the perpetrator in the courtroom. The
girl duly pointed across the courtroom
in the direction of her former stepfather,
identifying him as wearing a dark blue
suit. The defense attorney then asked
for the witness to approach the person
she had identified, as the courtroom was
large. “All eyes in the courtroom were
glued to the girl as she nervously headed
toward the defense table,” Pineles writes.
“Courtroom drama at its best!” The girl
“began to swing her arm directly toward
the defendant as he sat motionless and
tense. But wait. Her arm kept swinging
slowly, and her finger passed by the defendant. When her arm stopped moving, her
finger pointed directly at one of the Georgian judges, who was seated just behind
the defendant and who was also attired
in a dark blue suit. ‘That’s him,’ she said.”
One of Judge Pineles’s early cases in

Above, Judge Dean Pineles.
Photo by Gillian Randall.

Kosovo involved a “loan shark” who had
been murdered. Charged with the murder was a borrower who apparently owed
the loan shark a large amount of money.
The suspect’s house was searched and
some evidence was seized, but it was all
done without a warrant, as required by
Kosovo law. Judge Pineles therefore suppressed the evidence obtained from the
unlawful search. The prosecutor’s case
collapsed and the defendant was released.
The “ruling created a huge stir within the
local law enforcement community, where
traditionally the prosecutor and police
were given free rein to do whatever they
wanted.” A few weeks later, the suspect
was gunned down on the street, the probable result, according to Pineles, of “blood
revenge” in accordance with ancient Albanian tradition.
Impediments to the administration
of impartial justice posed by nationalist
fervor and historical grudges are illustrated throughout the memoir. “Judges,”
Pineles writes, on the other hand, “are
duty bound to be fair and impartial, and
to make rulings and decisions that are
well-reasoned, dispassionate, and respectful of the positions of the parties.” [page
29] In his memoir, Pineles repeatedly
displays these virtues, and I am certain
they contributed to his success as a fair
and exemplary judge. But the virtues of
a judge are different from the virtues of
a memoirist. The best memoirs reveal
the author’s personal commitments and
vulnerabilities and passions. I wished for
more of those traits in this book.
Take an early example. Pineles writes
that he enrolled in Boston University
Law School in 1965, “during the height
of the very unpopular Vietnam War, and
my primary motivation for going to law
school was to secure another three years
of deferment.” As a student (or now), how
did he feel about the U.S. war in Vietnam?
We don’t know; he doesn’t tell us. Fast
forward to the heart of the book: Kosovo,
where the judge heard prosecutions of

Kosovars accused of war crimes against
Serbs during the brutal war a decade
earlier, a war that ended after NATO’s
intense bombing campaign. Did Judge
Pineles support NATO’s attack on Serbia? We don’t know.
The judge, however, does take sides
regarding a notorious incident early in
his career. In 1982, then Vermont Governor Richard Snelling named Pineles
as his general counsel. In 1984, under
the governor’s authority, the state police
raided a reclusive Christian community
in Island Pond and seized 112 children
before dawn, based on information that
church members “allegedly engaged in
physical abuse of their children by beating them with wooden rods.” By his own
description, Pineles was deeply involved
in the decisions leading up to the raid. No
doubt state officials, including Pineles,
were motivated by caring impulses. But
it was a disturbing overreaction, a gross
abuse of state power, as determined by
the late Judge Frank Mahady, who held a
hearing on the state’s request to detain the
traumatized children and ordered them
immediately released to their parents.
Judge Pineles defends the raid.
Worse, in my view, he makes an unwarranted accusation of corruption: that the
late Thomas Hayes, who was then the
chief administrative judge in Vermont
(and later served on the Vermont Supreme
Court) and a “fierce political rival of
Snelling’s, had handpicked Judge Mahady
expecting a specific result, which Mahady
delivered.” To support this troubling accusation, Pineles cites an account of the
events told by a Northeast Kingdom lawyer in the Caledonian Record over thirty
years later. I don’t know whether there is
any truth to this account, but Pineles’s
chronicle smacks of score-settling and
does not meet the high standards of judicial reasoning and objectivity that the
judge endorses throughout his book.
These critiques pale in comparison to
the judge’s achievements — working with
extraordinary diligence and competence,
in uncomfortable and often dangerous
settings, to advance the fair dispensation
of justice and the rule of law. The Vermont bar should be proud.
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Lost Nation Theater Lets Annie Oakley
Set the Record Straight

Fall Arts

By Tom McKone

“S

harpshooter” and “equestrian” are the two images
most people have of Annie
Oakley; however, “Both Eyes Open:
The Annie Oakley Story,” running from
Sept. 8 to 18 at Lost Nation Theater,
shows much more about this strong,
remarkable, multi-talented, modern
woman who died almost a century ago.
“People really don’t know her story and
how powerful she is and all that she went
through,” said director Kathleen Keenan.
“It’s great to have this woman and her energy and spirit in our lives right now. We
really need to feel that kind of leadership,
that kind of yes-you-can-do-it, live-lifeon-your-own-terms spirit.”
Playwright Jeanne Beckwith said that
Oakley wrote a series of newspaper columns about her life. Although Oakley
never compiled them into a book, Beckwith used the concept of Oakley “writing a book to set the record straight” as
the unifying thread in the play. In addition to Oakley’s columns and letters,
Beckwith drew on a large volume of material. She said that accounts often contradict each other and that Oakley and
her husband Frank Butler, themselves,
were prone to embellishing stories.
Born in 1860, Oakley grew up in
poverty and learned to shoot to hunt
for the family. After her father died, she
was sent to live at a poor farm, from
which she ran away when she was 15.
She entered a shooting competition with
touring champion Frank Butler, and to
everyone’s astonishment, she beat him.
The two fell in love and married perhaps a year later (there is no definitive
record).
“It was Butler’s show to start with,”
said Maura O’Brien, who plays Oakley

in the one-woman play. “He stepped
aside and made her the star.”
Beckwith said that Oakley was five
feet tall, 100 pounds, tiny and adorable,
and — Keenan adds — she charmed
audiences. Shooting and riding horses
were only two of her talents. She was
also a seamstress — making her own
conservative-styled clothes to avoid
being confused with the risqué performers at vaudeville shows — and a skilled
businesswoman. Although she made a
lot of money, she and Butler donated
most of it to foundations and to supporting an estimated 10 to 20 young
women through school.
“She was also an amazing bicyclist,”
Beckwith said. “She could shoot a gun
while riding a bicycle with no hands.”
Being a woman in a field dominated
by men during the late 1800s and early
1900s brought plenty of challenges.
Oakley died in 1926 and performed
until shortly before that.
“She lived and worked in a rough
world,” O’Brien said. “There were a lot
of schemers … There were people who
would take advantage of you, so you
needed to keep your wits about you. You
needed to keep both eyes open.”
Unlike most sharpshooters, Oakley
didn’t close one eye while shooting; she
shot with both eyes open, which, as
O’Brien noted, is how she had to live.
Keenan said the play has its origins
in 2020 — the first year of COVID —
when it became clear theaters weren’t
going to be opening again soon. To cut to
the quick on a longer story, Keenan and
fellow artistic director Kim Bent started
working with Beckwith, who has written
a few dozen plays and worked with Lost
Nation before, and with O’Brien, who

Maura O’Brien, playing Annie Oakley, sits on the set of Lost Nation
Theater’s “Both Eyes Open: The Story of Annie Oakley” during a
rehearsal. The preview performance is Sept. 8, followed by a run
through Sept. 18. Photo by Wayne Fawbush.

has performed in more than a dozen past
LNT productions. With Beckwith as the
writer, the four collaborated on ideas for
how to create a limited-cast play that
could be livestreamed. Bent came up
with the title.
After many discussions, revisions,
readings, and consideration of audience
feedback from a staged reading in 2021,
this world premiere play about the outspoken, five-foot-tall woman who consistently stood her ground — including standing up to William Randolph
Hearst and his newspapers — came
together. Theatergoers can expect to see

sides of Annie Oakley they never have
before.
“Both Eyes Open: The Annie Oakley Story” runs at Lost Nation Theater,
in Montpelier’s City Hall Auditorium,
Sept. 8 to 18. Evening performances are
Wednesday through Saturday at 7:30
p.m., with Sunday matinees at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets are available at lostnationtheater.
org or call 802-229-0492. The theater has
a state-of-the art Synexis air purification
system; however, patrons are asked to wear
masks. Except for the preview on Sept. 8,
all shows will also be livestreamed.
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WEDNESDAY, SEPT 7
Memorable Times Online: Stick
Around! 10:30 a.m. Memorable Times

Online is a relaxed, dementia-friendly
Zoom program for people living with
mild to moderate memory loss and their
care partners. For more information call
Barb Asen, 802-476-2681.
Sundog Poetry Book Award. Ongoing, open for submissions from all
Vermont-based poets who have not published a first or second book until Sept.
30. $20 submission fee. For more information, email sundogpoetry@gmail.com
Kowal Family Bluegrass Band. 6 to
7:15 p.m. Cabot Village Common, Bluegrass family style. Free concert, bring a
chair or blanket. More information at
cabotarts.org

Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Nation

Theater, Montpelier. In this entertaining
solo show, playwright Beckwith cracks
open the legend to reveal the real lady
and her fascinating life. Full of humor,
heart-break, sharp wits, and whiteknuckled determination, Annie Oakley
sets the record straight. $10 to $30.

THURSDAY, SEPT 8
Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Na-

tion Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.

FRIDAY, SEPT 9
Family Discovery Night Hike. 7:15 to

8:15 p.m. North Branch Nature Center,
Montpelier. Explore nature after dark!
Learn about how our eyes work in the
darkness and what happens to color once

the sun goes down. This is a casual outing for families with children ages 8 and
up, covering up to 0.6 miles along flat,
5-foot-wide grassy paths at the Nature
Center. Facilitated by Nature Center
teacher-naturalist Fiona Modrak. Free,
but pre-registration is required. Call
(802) 229-6206.
Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Nation Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.
Fall Birding. 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. North
Branch Nature Center, Montpelier. Casual morning of birding for all interests and experience levels facilitated by
NBNC staff and guest leaders. These
outings are about enjoying, learning
about, and spending time with wild
birds. No binoculars? No ID guide? No
problem! The only requirement is an

appreciation of birds (although we do
have binoculars for those who would like
them).

SATURDAY, SEPT 10
Age Outdoors! 8 a .m. Oxbow Park,
Morrisville. Grab your bike or walking
shoes and join us at Oxbow Park in Morrisville to raise funds to support healthy
aging! Cost: $35. For more information,
call 802-476-2662.
Capital City Farmers Market. 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. 133 State Street, Montpelier.
Fresh local produce, artisan products,
and live music.
Taste of Montpelier Food Festival.

1 to 4 p.m. Downtown Montpelier. The
Taste of Montpelier will bring the best
of Vermont’s culinary scene to the heart
of its capital city. Enjoy signature dishes
from Montpelier’s eclectic restaurants
(Eater.com calls us a “food destination”),
Vermont food truck favorites, tastes from
artisans showcasing the best Vermont
food products, a cocktail garden hosted
by award-winning distillers Barr Hill,
and world-class street performers.

Let’s-Make-A-Deal Yard and Bake
Sale. 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Duxbury

Town Office and Town Garage, 5421
Vermont Rt. 100. Duxbury Historical Society’s annual fundraising event.
Housewares, tools, linens, kitchen gadgets, books, games, arts and crafts, and
lots more! Please bring donations of items
and baked goods before 8 a.m.

TH E B R I D G E

ENTS
“Voices in the Attic” by Carlton
Young. 4 p.m. Williamstown Histori-

cal Society, 2476 Main Street. A book
of the Civil War based on the letters of
two Martin brothers from Williamstown
is an in-depth view of the war through
their eyes. Carlton Young found these
letters in his father’s attic. For more
information contact Becky at 802-4335565.
Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Nation Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.

SUNDAY, SEPT 11
Both Eyes Open. 2 p.m. Lost Nation

Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.
Concert: The Black Feathers. 4 to
6 p.m. Plainfield Opera House. This
collaboration between the Friends of the
Opera House and Occasional Concerts
features this dynamic duo from Wales.
Beautiful harmonies, great lyrics, and
guitar playing make the Black Feathers a
special event for the Opera House. Suggested donation $20.
Rockin’ Concert and Silent Auction.

4 to 7 p.m. The Double E, 21 Essex Way
#300, Essex Junction. Waterbury Ambulance Service will host a fundraiser for
its Station Creation Project. There will
be music from The Grift, food trucks,
and a silent auction. Cost: $20 to $40.
For more information, go to waterburyambulance.org

MONDAY, SEPT 13
Food For the Soul: A Conversation
About Food and Spirituality and
the Relationship Between Them. 7

to 9 p.m. Bethany Church, Montpelier. Featuring chef Michael Kloeti of
the award-winning restaurant Michael’s
On The Hill. Conversation, education,
spirituality, question and answer, and
a special sample from the chef. Tickets
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$15. For more information, go to bethanychurchvt.org/bethany-center

WEDNESDAY, SEPT 14

FALL ARTS NEWS IN BRIEF

Pilgrimage to Ancient Sites in Britain. 6 p.m. Kellogg-Hubbard Library,

Montpelier. A pictorial journey to ancient trees, stone circles, ice age villages,
sacred wells, and monuments in England, Cornwall, and Wales. Free
Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Nation Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.

THURSDAY, SEPT 17
Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Na-

tion Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.

FRIDAY, SEPT 16
Fall Birding. 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. North
Branch Nature Center, Montpelier. See
description under Sept. 9.
Family Discovery Night Hike. 7:15 to
8:15 p.m. North Branch Nature Center,
Montpelier. See description under Sept.
9.
Michael Arnowitt in Concert. 7:30
p.m. United Cabot Church, Cabot. Renowned pianist, Michael Arnowitt’s new
program, Kaleidoscope, takes the listener
on a stimulating journey through rich
and colorful musical landscapes. For
more information, go to Cabotarts.org
Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Nation Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.

SATURDAY, SEPT 17
Capital City Farmers Market. 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. 133 State Street, Montpelier.
Fresh local produce, artisan products,
and live music.
Both Eyes Open. 7:30 p.m. Lost Nation Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.

SUNDAY, SEPT 18
Words Out Loud — Judith Chalmer
and Michiko Oishi. 3 p.m. Old West

Church, Kents’ Corner, Calais. Poets and
translators, a novelist, a podcaster, an essayist, a songwriter, so many ways to be a

The Black Feathers, performing
on Sept. 11 at the Plainfield Opera
House. Courtesy photo.

writer. Hear what they have to say. Make
your way over to Kents’ Corner this fall,
settle in, unplug, listen, restore . . . Free.
Both Eyes Open. 2 p.m. Lost Nation
Theater, Montpelier. See description
under Sept. 7.
Celebration of New Pastor, Rev. Alison A. Young. 3 p.m. First Congrega-

tional Church of Berlin (1808 Scott Hill
Road, Berlin). We will be marking the
first anniversary of Pastor Alison’s arrival
here with a ceremony of prayer, song and
story to officially install her as our pastor. The music, led by our music director,
Roy Kelley, playing on our new Allen
organ, includes the world premiere of a
new setting of Psalm 19 by Rob Griffin, “The heavens are telling the glory of
God”, with guest violinist Lotta Suter, a
new work composed specifically for this
celebration. We will also be joined by
drummers from Shidaa Projects, the West
African ensemble led by Jordan Mensah.
Free.

The Black
Feathers at the
Plainfield Opera
House

T

he Americana, folk, and acoustic indie rock sensibilities of
The Black Feathers, made up of
Ray Hughes and Sian Chandler,
will appear at the Plainfield Opera
House on Sept. 11 at 4 p.m.
Their combination of beautiful harmonies, great lyrics, expert
guitar playing, and lively personalities will make this an exciting
show. Hughes’s guitar work buoys
the kind of harmonies often only
heard in family bands. Their music
quickly draws the interest of listeners, but it is the stage chemistry
that keeps audiences riveted. The
ability to write songs that are both
modern and ancient is a rare thing,
the product of an arcane art of
weaving in traditional influences
so thoroughly that they become the
warp and weft of fresh creations.
continued on page 14
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Hughes and Chandler are two such
talents. They first became aware of the
magic between them while collaborating
on several musical projects, becoming
The Black Feathers and life partners in
2012. Go to theblackfeathers.com for
more information, music, and videos.
To monitor capacity limitations, on-
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line tickets are required. It’s very likely
this concert will sell out, so get your
tickets early! For more information and
to reserve your tickets visit the plainfieldoperahousevt.org and follow the link
to the fall series. As always, tickets are
by donation ($20 suggested). Contact
plainfieldtownhall@gmail.com or 802
498-3173 with any questions.
—press release

ART EXHIBITS
Knit Democracy Together. 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Vermont Statehouse. A five-foot long knitted sculpture of the Vermont
Statehouse is the centerpiece of Knit Democracy Together, an exhibit at the
Vermont Statehouse running through Oct. 31.

Art at the Kent - INTERPLAY. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday through Sunday.
Kents’ Corner Historic Site. Twenty Vermont contemporary artists express
themselves in paintings, prints, photographs, and works of metal, glass, fiber,
and wood. Show runs through Oct. 9.
Alternative Takes (On Human Impact), Group Exhibit. Spruce Peak

Arts, Stowe, Vt. Exhibition features three very different perspectives on the
world around us, from the architecture of western civilization to the natural
world, to the individuals navigating both, accomplished with paint, collage,
and graphite. Participating artists are Misoo Bang, Richard Britell, and Mary
Reilly. For more information about the artists or to to schedule your tour,
email gallery@sprucepeakarts.org. Exhibit runs through Oct. 31.

Enchanted Fairy House Trail Outdoor Exhibition. Monday through
Friday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Highland Center for the Arts, Greensboro. Fluff up
your wings, mix your fairy dust, and flit on over to HCA to meander through
the meadows and glades of the fairy trail! Look for the entrance archway next
to the mushroom at the top of the lawn. The trail wraps around the back
of the building and ends at the rear of the driveway. Download the Fairy
Forage and keep your eyes open for the clues the fairies have left for you at
highlandartsvt.org.

Taste of Montpelier vendor in 2021. Photo by Paul Richardson.

Co-op’s Taste of
Montpelier Returns
to the Capital City

H

unger Mountain Co-op’s “Taste of
Montpelier Food Festival” isn’t your
basic food festival according to Montpelier Alive, which says “Forget those stuffy
events with $100 tickets in the middle
of a hot field. Join us in the heart of
Montpelier’s downtown the weekend of
September 9 to 11 to get a true taste of
what this festival has to offer.”
The main event is The Great Taste,
Saturday, Sept. 10 from 1 to 4 p.m. on
State Street from Main to Elm. Enjoy
signature dishes from Montpelier’s eclec-

tic restaurants, Vermont food truck favorites, tastes from artisans showcasing
the best Vermont food products, a cocktail garden hosted by award-winning
distillers Barr Hill, and more. Add on
world-class street performers, and it’s an
event not to be missed.
Highlights include a banh mi sandwich from Enna, Montpelier’s global
deli; tuna nachos from Hugo’s Bar &
Grill; goat cheese from Vermont Creamery; and much more.
Local chefs will be available at the
Demo Tent on State Street, where you can
learn how to make (and sample!) Oakes &
Evelyn’s signature gnocchi; Three Sisters
Stew with Junior Iron Chef Vermont;
papaya salad with Wilaiwan’s; and Bee’s
Knees cocktails with the mixologists from
Barr Hill, plus chat with Martin Philip,
award-winning baker and author and
Baking Ambassador at the King Arthur
Baking Company. Bring your baking
questions, or bring your baked goods for
troubleshooting and feedback.
The Great Taste also features street performers, such as Yo-Yo Guy’s high-energy
comedy yo-yo show, radical street band
Brass Balagan, Big Nazo’s intergalactic
puppets, juggler Peter Panic, and Americana comedy band The Hokum Bros.
Additional weekend events include a
corn roast at the Capital City Farmers Market, two parties at Barr Hill, a
special prix fixe menu all weekend at
Three Penny Taproom, an exhibit about
the Common Cracker at the Vermont
History Museum, and the first annual
Montpelier Burger Battle, which kicks
off at the Festival and runs through October 10.
—press release

Capital City
Concerts Presents
Pianist Philip Chiu

C

apital City Concerts features pianist
Philip Chiu on Saturday, Sept. 24
at 7:30 p.m. at the Unitarian Church,
Montpelier.
Lauded for his brilliance, color, and
continued on page 13
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continued from page 14

sensitivity, pianist Philip Chiu has become one of Canada’s leading musicians.
In March 2020 he substituted on short
notice for the pianist of the Paris Piano
Trio and won acclaim and appreciation
from the Capital City Concerts audience. A busy and sought-after soloist and
chamber musician, he has performed solo
recitals, concerti, and chamber music
concerts in most major venues across
Canada, as well as in France, Japan,
and the U.S. His music partners have
included violinists Régis Pasquier and
James Ehnes, flutist Emmanuel Pahud,
the New Orford String Quartet, and he
also has a long-standing violin-piano duo
with Jonathan Crow.
On Sept. 24 he’ll use his pianistic storytelling abilities in an enchanting program
called “Piano Fables,” which will include
Liszt’s “Two Legends,” Ravel’s “Mother
Goose Suite,” Schubert’s Impromptus,
Op. 90, and Odawa First Nation composer Barbara Assiginaak’s An Abundance
of Insects, captivating music that has become one of Chiu’s trademark pieces.
Tickets are available at capitalcityconcerts.org, and at the door on the day of the
performance. Masks optional. Audience
capacity will be limited to prevent overcrowding, and the Unitarian Church now
has a state-of-the-art ventilation system.
—press release

2022 Sundog
Poetry Book
Award Open for
Submissions

T

he Sundog Poetry Book Award
is open to submissions August 1
through Sept. 30 from Vermont-based
poets who have not published a first or
second book. Final judge, Shanta Lee
Gander, will select the winning manuscript and write an introduction for the
book. The winning poet will receive a
cash prize of $500, 50 copies of the book,
and assistance with promotion through a
featured book launch and a handful of
readings scheduled throughout the state.
Manuscripts should be between 48
and 64 pages. Proof of Vermont residency will be requested along with a $20
application fee online via Submittable.
(Poets with demonstrated financial need
can request a fee waiver at sundogpoetry@gmail.com.)
Shanta Lee Gander is the author of
“GH E T TOC L AUS T ROPHOBI A :
Dreamin of Mama While Trying to
Speak in Woke Tongues,” winner of the
2021 Vermont Book Award and the 2020
Diode Press full-length book prize. Her
forthcoming collection, “Black Metamorphoses” (Etruscan Press, 2023), is
what Lee describes as a 2000+ year-old
phone line opened to Ovid as well as an

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

interrogation of the Greek mythos while
creating a new language. She was also the
2020 recipient of the Arthur Williams
Award for Meritorious Service to the
Arts as well as the 2020 gubernatorial
appointee to the Vermont Humanities
Council’s board of directors.
For more information, please visit sundogpoetry.org/sundog-book-award.
— Neil Shepard
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Montpelier Full of Hot Air About Climate

Climate
Commentary

By Kristian Connolly

T

he November ballot will feature
Montpelier residents and elected
officials, many supported for
their message of caring about the climate, environment, and your health.
Montpelier, you’ve been had. Perhaps
willingly. Your continued support and
normalization of what Should. Not. Be.
Normal. is killing the planet and all life
on it.
Hold on, I need to close windows because the street sweeper, defended and
celebrated by many on FPF (including
the “green” city), is spewing its visible
exhaust, kicking up a dust and debris
storm, and operating at airport-level
decibels — with a gaslighting “Help
Keep Montpelier Clean” decal on its
side.
Of course, to protect our health, our
windows are often closed because various
neighbors in every direction have been
hastening the demise of all life on Earth
and threatening our present well-being
with ruinous machinery — and oblit-

erating quiet, private, and poison-free
enjoyment of spaces for any living being
unfortunate enough to exist nearby.
Everywhere, exhaust-belching, fuelburning, silence-destroying diggers,
earth movers, trucks, lifts, pavers, mowers, trimmers, and power tools literally
devastate the ecosystem, annihilating
and poisoning yards, hillsides, fresh
water sources, vegetation, wildlife, and
clean air. Tons of destructive concrete (a
global emissions leader). Layers of plastics, treated woods and metals, chemicals, foams, glass, and paint. All in the
name of “renovation” and “more space”
(or is it vanity, greed, leisure, laziness,
and culturally defined “success”?). All
for a place to hold stuff. Or a multi-unit
housing structure. Or an Airbnb. Or
an area to “entertain.” Or a denatured
yard. Or all of that on the same square
of earth.
Frequently this happens where “We
believe…” signs often say climate change
and/or science is real. Here’s what I be-

lieve: Nothing on your sign matters if
you are helping to destroy our collective
home with your me-first, me-only, thereare-no-consequences behaviors.
Then there’s the city. Aside from street
sweepers:
• A broken water main brings dump
trucks, diggers, and some kind of
doomsday machine. Then the street
sweeper, more trucks, and asphalt to
mask the problem — until next week,
when it happens again, and residents
will again be encouraged to boil their
already-chemically-treated,
formerlandfill-leachate water before ingesting
it. Just like Indigenous peoples used to
do before Euro-American colonizers
imposed their “superior,” “civilized,”
and planet-destroying ways of being on
the entire world.
• A slow-moving, foul-smelling truck —
trailed by someone literally blow-torching the road — is passing. Garbage,
package, food, and fuel delivery trucks
are not pleased. Even more annoyed
are people in cars, pickups, SUVs, and
motorcycles (and e-bikes) who insist
that their vehicles (both gas and electric cause devastating environmental
and human damage) are the only way
to get there from here.
• Re-paving or “fog sealing” roads, more
concrete for sidewalks, handling its
own property “landscaping,” etc. Of
course, another reason we close our
windows is that the heat coming off all
the pavement — and driveways, patios,
buildings, rooftops, vehicles, land free
of obliterated tree canopies and greenery, etc. — makes the air much warmer
than it would be otherwise.
All this, and much more — including
the rest of the year, with more (and bigger) leaf blowers, leaves in plastic bags,
street and sidewalk plows, snowblowers,
furnaces, etc. — has been our Montpelier experience. But these are your neighbors, and your city, too. And this is you.
The above happens, without remorse,
across this city, state, continent, and
planet many times over every day. I
haven’t even mentioned what goes into
making and distributing all the products
I’ve described, or what happens when
they no longer work or are wanted. Or
the food (and poisons called “food”)
system. Or the clothing industry. Or
communication, information, and enter-

tainment technologies. Or the desire for
more and more “stuff.”
We’re offered “solutions” to problems
that not only exist in direct connection
with the above, but will not matter if
there is no “here” here in which those
problems can exist. We’re told the “solutions” involve simply doing “More!”
More development, more services, more
entertainment, more people, more infrastructure, more businesses, more products, more “progress.” More happening
daily, everywhere. People offering these
“solutions” operate from the ill-fated perspective that humans should dominate,
control, and exhaust nature for their own
needs, pleasure, and ease of life. That it
is a natural right, and responsibility, for
humans to exploit and abuse the planet
however they wish. How’s that working
out?
Some people have had the forum in
which to stand up, but have done nothing. They have, just like many others
who have done nothing in their daily
lives, helped create this existential threat
we all live with. Those people haven’t
fought for the present and future health
of the planet, and the present and future
health of all living beings. And they
won’t, because “We, the people” won’t
push everyone there, or because they (or
you) are too weak or scared (or wily or
comfortable or self-serving) to actually
lead us.
Some people openly say — or imply
with their lifestyle — that these are not
issues to worry about in any meaningful
way.
All of them tell the truth not with
words, but with individual behaviors.
None of them accept the responsibility
we all hold, and should share. None of
them can conceive of an anti-growth,
anti-capitalism, anti-consumerism, antiplastic, anti-machine, and pro-humanand-nature-powered hyper-local future
— which may be the only way to save
the planet and every organism and being
that would like to live on it.
Why can’t they? Why can’t you?
Kristian Connolly, his partner, their
daughter, and cat moved to central Vermont in 2014. They now rent in Montpelier, where they thought they’ d be for
one year, at most. That was three long
years ago.
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From the Tree Board: Slow the Spread of Invasive Ash Borer
By John Snell

T

his summer, the emerald ash
borer has been detected in several
locations throughout Montpelier.
The Montpelier Tree Board and Parks
and Trees Department are working on
the next steps to continue slowing the
spread of this invasive pest, but we need
your help.
Here’s what you can do:
• Plan ahead! Use the easy-to-follow
homeowner’s guide (montpelier-vt.
org/DocumentCenter/View/5200/
Homeowners-Guide-to-the-EmeraldAsh-Borer) to identify ash trees on
your property and determine your best
options.
• Visit the invasive species page of the
Tree Board section of the city’s website (montpelier-vt.org/497/InvasiveSpecies).
• Contact aellsworth@montpelier-vt.org
if you see signs of infection. Our EAB
response team will look at your trees
and help you make a plan at no cost
to you.
While our efforts to date have helped
slow the spread of the invasive insect, it
has continued to spread in the city and
remains a significant threat to all ash
trees. In other areas of the country where
it has been found since arriving in Michigan in 2000, whole stands of ash and
streets lined with them are now gone.
Once a tree is infested, it dies within
a few years and at that point branches
become quite brittle and, as a result, dangerous and more costly to safely remove.
Ash trees can be protected against the
pest by having a professional inject an
insecticide — Emamectin benzoate — a
single treatment of which will keep the
pest at bay for up to three years at a cost
of approximately $10 to $12 per diameter
inch; successive treatments can continue
for years with good results. Homeowner
pesticide treatment is not recommended.
If you have a tree that you love dearly
or one that, if it becomes infested, will
pose a danger, consider injection a good

option. All of the large green ash trees in
the downtown area, as an example, have
been treated.
The insect, only one-half-inch long,
lays eggs in the bark of ash trees and
when they hatch the larvae bore their
way under the bark causing the tree to
die. The larvae mature the following
spring and adult beetles emerge between
July and September, fly a short distance
to lay their eggs, and start the cycle
again. The green box traps you may have
seen hanging in trees around the city
are one of the ways we detect where the
insects are; they are attracted to them
by color and scent and then get caught
in the sticky surface of the trap. We
also have conducted visual surveys of
ash trees in rights-of-ways and trails in The emerald ash borer is no longer than the diameter of a penny. Photo
Hubbard park looking for indications of by Debbie Miller, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org.
infestation.
To date we have found trees infested
in four locations in the city (National larvae that may be in the tree but moving we can work on saving the ash trees we
Life, Hunger Mountain Co-op, Mont- infested firewood remains a big part of have and planting new trees of different
species to take their place. Our efforts
pelier Civic Center, and upper Corse the problem of spreading the pest.
We appreciate the support the city has this fall and next spring are vital to conStreet) and in each case have responded
with efforts to slow the spread by either given to our efforts to safely slow down tinuing to slow the spread.
removing the trees or injecting them. It the spread of EAB and to the many
John Snell is the chair of the city of
is, of course, probable the pest has spread citizens who have helped. Every year in
to more locations but has simply evaded which we can slow EAB is another year Montpelier Tree Board.
detection thus far.
To help slow the spread, we ask all in
the city to be on the lookout of signs
of the pest on any ash trees whether
in the right-of-way or on your private
property; these signs include dieback in
the crowns, lighter patches of bark, and
masses of sprouts in lower branches. If
found, please notify us at aellsworth@
montpelier-vt.org. Please note that actually seeing the insects or the exit holes of
the adults is nearly impossible. When notified of a suspect tree, we will schedule a
time to come investigate further.
One other critical way to slow the
spread is to not move wood from infested
ash trees. Having infested wood chipped
or burning it onsite as your winter firewood is quite effective at killing any
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Watershed
continued from page 1

leave a mucky expanse of river bottom
exposed above the Main Street bridge are
being studied for possible removal.
Full disclosure: Anglers refer to rivers
they fish locally as “home waters,” and
the Winooski is my go-to stream. I have
hunted trout in its riffles and pools for
the better part of three decades. For me,
the river offers a ribbon of nature beside
city streets. I’ve fished alongside mink
and great blue heron, and I’ve seen diving
osprey spook a downtown pool. What
continues to surprise is that sometimes
the fish are still there if you meet at the
right time and know what to tempt them
with. Fisher people are full of secrets and
lies, but I know for a fact that big fish can
be caught within sight of the Statehouse.
Bret Ladago is a state fisheries biologist
whose watery beat includes the upper
Winooski down to Bolton Dam. He
says the river in Montpelier is far from
ideal habitat. For starters, trout and the
healthy streams that support them need
cool water to thrive.
“The main stem, especially through
Montpelier, does get warm,” he says.
“There’s a lot of open space, not a lot of
depth, not a lot of vegetation along the
shores.”
Water above 70 degrees will stress
trout, and water above 80 degrees can be
lethal. State biologists use data loggers to
record the water temperature every hour
at multiple sites from June to October.
They’ve seen some bath-like conditions,
especially in the North Branch, where a
record 89 degrees was logged in the river
near the recreation field on Elm Street.
Climate change obviously makes these
conditions worse. Ladago says the river
used to cool consistently in September,
but now the warming often persists into
the fall. More frequent summer droughts
and low levels of winter snowpack exacerbate the problem. Yet the low flows
are increasingly punctuated by dramatic
rain events. Ladago says a recent study
shows that the Dog River, which enters
the Winooski below the Interstate 89
overpass, now sees annual floods that
historically occurred every two years.
These heavy rains erode stream banks
and can smother spawning grounds with
sediment.
“Now they [floods] are happening more
frequently and when they do happen,
they tend to be more extreme,” he says.
Humans can help protect the river,
Ladago says, by leaving vegetated buffers
along the banks to provide cooling shade
and cover. He uses the expression “trout
grow on trees” to make the connection
between what happens on the land and
the health of the water.
“People like to see a nicely manicured
lawn right down to the water’s edge, but
that’s not necessarily what’s good for the
ecosystem or the fish,” he says. “So, if you
own any property adjacent to the stream,
let it grow or plant trees.”

Above, mud flats caused by
the Bailey Dam may contain
contaminated silt. Photo by John
Dillon. Right, the Bailey Dam, near
what is now Shaw’s supermarket in
Montpelier, was originally built by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
in 1934 to control ice buildup.
Photo courtesy of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.

Michele Braun, executive director of
Friends of the Winooski, is also not a
big fan of lawns. She says the grassy expanses are actually a desert for biodiversity. Unlike trees or streamside bushes,
lawns don’t provide cooling shade or
deflect rain, so they also contribute to
stormwater runoff.
“Every person who manages land in
the watershed has the opportunity to
contribute to a healthy landscape by
managing their land to support the local
food chain,” she says.
Aging Infrastructure and a New Park

The city’s aging infrastructure is another big threat to water quality. Heavy
rains often overwhelm the underground
pipes that handle both the stormwater
and sanitary sewer systems. When they
overflow, untreated sewage can wash
downstream. Fixing the last of these
“combined sewer overflows” [CSOs] is a
long-term but costly goal.
And even during low flows, levels of
harmful bacteria — E. coli — are seen
in the river around Montpelier, Braun
says. She notes that these counts are particularly high in the North Branch near
the city’s planned Confluence Park near
Taylor Street.
“It always exceeds the standard for E.
coli, so it’s not safe for contact recreation
right now,” Braun says.
There’s no single source for the bacterial pollution, according to Braun. E. coli
live in the intestines of warm-blooded
animals, so waste from dogs, raccoons,
even pigeons contribute.
But if the new park won’t be safe for a
dip, it will provide a path to the water for
everyone at all levels of mobility. Steve
Libby, executive director of the Vermont
River Conservancy, says the park reflects
the nonprofit’s goals of creating access
for all.
“In the design phase we have followed
a couple of basic principles, one of those

being we wanted to get people right
down to the edge of the river with an
ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)
compliant pathway … That was a really
important motivator for us.”
The River Conservancy is working
with the city to plan and build the small
park. Libby says early estimates put the
cost at $1.2 million, a price tag likely to
rise because of the expected expense of
removing contaminated soil at the site.
The site of the future park is now
a frequent gathering spot for some of
the city’s unhoused population. Libby
acknowledges the challenge of creating
a new public space there that is welcoming to all, including seniors and
families with young children. He says
the extensive construction required to
build a handicapped-accessible pathway
down the bank will give an opportunity
to “reset the clock” on how the place is
used.
“A really important consideration for
the park is how to make it truly inclusive for everybody and yet not have to
be dominated by any one particular user
group,” he says.
Removing Dams

Long term, Libby, Braun, and other
river advocates have their eye on unused
dams at several sites in and around
Montpelier that have degraded the Winooski over the years. The conservancy
recently secured funding for a feasibility
study of removing the dam upstream
from Pioneer Street and the Bailey Dam
near the Main Street bridge.
The study will look at different options, “from doing nothing to what is
it going to take to restore the river in
Montpelier to as close to its reference
condition as you can,” Libby says.
When the Bailey Dam was built, engineers widened and straightened the river
by blasting and removing rock ledge
upstream. The dam was originally de-

signed to reduce ice jams and flooding,
but it didn’t work in 1992, when a large
ice jam broke and inundated downtown.
The city now has more effective ways of
removing jams, including using a crane
to smash the ice with an I-beam and
pumping warmer treated effluent from
the wastewater plant to help it melt.
River advocates now say that a freeflowing stream would support a more
natural habitat and offer more recreational opportunities such as kayaking
in the heart of the capital city.
But again, the silt that has accumulated upstream could be an expensive
problem, especially if it’s contaminated
by previous industrial uses in the city.
The potential dam removal is another
sign that the once-ignored river is now
seen as an asset to be protected and
restored. Those twin goals are also laid
out in the Winooski River tactical basin
plan, a comprehensive state document
that covers the environmental challenges
and opportunities for the entire Winooski River watershed.
Karen Bates, watershed planner with
the state Department of Environmental
Conservation, says the updated 2023
edition will prioritize water that needs
protection from thermal stresses.
“During the tactical basin planning
process, we will be identifying specific
areas we should be working in to ensure
that temperatures either are maintained
or reduced,” she says.
The public can weigh in with a survey
on the planning division’s website and
through partner groups such as Friends
of the Winooski.
“There’s a recognition that Vermonters use our surface waters and value
them for aesthetics, recreational use,
drinking water,” Bates says. “And our
work is to make sure those uses continue
to be available to Vermonters. And in
continued on page 19
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Barre River
continued from page 1

able to have access to water that they
can cool down in.”
The task force has held outreach
events, including at this summer’s Barre
Heritage Festival, to speak with neighbors and find out what the community
wants regarding the Stevens Branch.
“Right now, really, what we’ve come
to understand is that a lot of people just
kind of want to know about the river,”
Owczarski said. She noted that people
have asked, “‘where is the river in Barre
City? How can we access that? Is it safe
to swim? Can we boat? Can we fish?’”
And the questions went beyond these
basic inquiries into logistics.
“I think some people really were interested in having a fishing access,” Owczarski said. “... some people just kind of
want to know where they can access the
river… if they wanted to put in a boat,

continued from page 18

order to do that we have to manage how
we use the landscape.”
Improvements can include expensive
engineering work to redirect stormwater
away from streams or more simple measures such as planting trees. Funding
is available through the state or groups
such as Friends of the Winooski. “We
will work with the community to identify interested landowners so then they
can apply for grants,” Bates says.
Thinking Like a Watershed

The Winooski that flows through
Montpelier begins as a tiny stream in
Cabot and runs 90 miles to Lake Champlain. Along the way it’s fed by seven
tributaries, including the Dog River and
the North Branch that meet the main
stem within the city limits.
The river’s drainage forms the largest watershed in the Lake Champlain
basin, so what happens on or near the
Winooski — including stormwater runoff and sewage overflows — affects the
lake’s water quality downstream. That
means there is a very clear link between
the Winooski basin plan and restoring
Lake Champlain. “It [the plan] does set
goals ... for phosphorus reduction that
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where could they put in a boat? They
want to know about the water quality.
They want to know, is the water safe?”
The task force worked with a team
of volunteers this summer to collect
water samples from sites along Stevens
Branch and Gunner Brook, both of
which empty into the Winooski, in
partnership with Friends of the Winooski River. Owczarski said the analysis
included chloride, reflecting the presence of road salt runoff that could affect
aquatic ecosystems; nitrogen, which is
normally low and can reflect a nutrient discharge if levels are high; and
phosphorus, which is well-known for
contributing to algae blooms in Lake
Champlain, into which the Winooski
flows. Funding for supplies and analysis
came from the Vermont Department of
Environmental Conservation La Rosa
Partnership Program, Owczarski said,
and a report is forthcoming.
Upcoming plans include a River Walk
at Rotary Park on Sept. 11 at 10 a.m.,

where attendees can learn about the
plants and animals of the river and its
surroundings. And a river cleanup will
take place on Sept. 24, with volunteers
meeting at Barre City’s City Hall Park
at 9 a.m., Owzarski said.
A river access may go in at the Vermont
Granite Museum, where, said Executive
Director Scott McLaughlin, plans are
underway to improve an existing path
with gravel to make it accessible, and
adding 12 interpretive signs about the
site’s cultural heritage and natural history, McLaughlin said. The museum’s
property stretches over 11 acres and
includes five “micro-ecozones,” including an open field, a riparian (waterfront) zone, a cedar forest, and a white
pine nursery. Grants from the Vermont
Humanities Council and the Vermont
Community Foundation help pay for
the project, McLaughlin noted. The
path will join a sculpture park scheduled
to open next spring, he added.
Screened by trees and plants by U.S.

Route 302 on one side, and the beltline
on the other, the riverside location is “ ...
surrounded by cars,” said McLaughlin,
“but once you get closer to the river all
you hear is the movement of the water,
so it makes a nice area.”
There are not many such areas available in this part of Barre.
“There’s no park space that you can
explore in North Barre at this end of
town,” McLaughlin said, noting that
while a couple of access sites exist, the
improved path at the museum will provide better accessibility to a natural area
in this section of the city.
“And it’s filled with birds back there,”
he said, noting that a doe comes by in
the spring to leave her fawn by the path
to rest while she goes about her business. Woodchucks and squirrels also
inhabit the property, and four years ago,
a moose made its way almost to the museum’s door before deciding to make its
way back into the woods.

the state then uses to direct its [cleanup]
work,” Bates says.
Bates, Libby, and others say thinking
like a watershed allows us to look more
holistically at problems such as flooding,
nutrient pollution, or climate impacts.
Libby points out that flooding in Montpelier can potentially be addressed by
taking better care of the land and waters
upstream, such as conserving wetlands
that serve as buffers for high water or
addressing chronic flood-prone streams
such as Great Brook in Plainfield.
“That’s a bigger long-term effort,”
Libby acknowledges. “But if we can diligently work away at that, then protecting
upstream areas that have good flood resilience will be important for Montpelier.”

Michele Braun of Friends of the Winooski also hopes people will learn more
about the river around them — and
under them. She says there are parts of
Montpelier, such as her Marvin Street
neighborhood, where the rivulets that
feed the Winooski are actually channeled through storm drains under city
streets.
“We are all more connected to the
river than we realize,” she says.

Be prepared to get dirty! Wear clothing and footwear suitable for walking
in the river and along its banks. Gloves
are also recommended for picking up
mucky stuff in the stream.
Friends of the Winooski has held the
annual event for over two decades. Executive Director Michele Braun says it’s
extremely satisfying to fill a canoe with
junk from the water.
“It’s very fun. People who have been
doing it really enjoy it, and I encourage
people to volunteer,” she says.
Organizers ask people to meet in front
of Montpelier City Hall at 8:30 a.m. on
Sept. 10. Barre will hold its river cleanup
on Sept. 24.

Annual Cleanup September 10

Friends of the Winooski holds its annual river clean up in Montpelier on
Sept. 10. Volunteers are needed to help
remove trash at sites on the North
Branch and the main branch of the river.
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CLASSIFIED AD
First Class Office Space near Capitol at 149 State Street,
Montpelier, VT.

Perfect location within a 3-minute walk to Capitol. Beautiful Greek Revival
building renovated throughout. Handicap accessible, foyer, waiting room and
restroom. Includes off-street parking, office cleaning weekly, heat, AC, hot
water, snow removal, landscaping and full maintenance. Suites and single
offices starting at $345.00 per month. Call 508-259-7941.

support local business.
Call 802-249-8666 to advertise in the Bridge.
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Reach qualified local candidates.
Call 802-249-8666 to advertise in the Bridge.
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The Comics

Pet of the Week:

Cleopatra

By Dashiell Beaudry

C

leopatra has a big name to go with
her big tortie personality. Miss Independent is happy to live with no other
pets or with other pets that will not be in
her space. She is familiar previously living in a household with adults only that
was on the quieter side. Looking for a
manager to make sure the things are kept
running and things are getting done?
Cleo is your sidekick kitty!
Central Vermont Humane Society

1589 Vermont Route 14S
East Montpelier
802-476-3811
centralvermonthumane.org

TH E B R I D G E

In case you missed it
on MontpelierBridge.org
The Bridge posts stories on our website between print issues.
If you want the latest local news, go to montpelierbridge.org.
Here’s a sampling of our online news lately.

Squirrel Hunting Season Starts Sept. 1
Dog Days Photo Essay, by John Lazenby
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Advertise in the NEXT ISSUE:

Food &
Dining

Gov. Scott Ukraine Proclamation, by John Dillon
$1.1 Million in Grants to Local Farmers
Our next print issue comes out on Seprember 21, 2022. Check out our website
and join our email list to see the latest stories between now and then. Emails
come one time per week, featuring our most current stories. Sign up by emailing
editor@montpelierbridge.com.

In Circulation
September 21
All Ad Materials
and Ad Space
Reservations Due
Friday, September 16
For more info about deadlines, rates,
es, and
a
the design of your ad, contact Rick McMahan:
802-249-8666 or rick@vtbridge.com
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